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Chapter 391: Catch That Little Demon Back And Deal With Her Ruthlessly 

“Why? Beauty, do you think that this one million-dollar raw stone isn’t enough? It’s fine. I can still 

continue to bid for you! As long as you like it, I have money! My family owns a jade trading company. 

Any random stone that I gamble with will be worth ten million dollars.” 

Young Master Wang patted his chest and said heroically. 

Gu Qiqi raised her eyebrows lightly. “What if I like all the uncut stones in the venue?” 

“Then, take them all!” Young Master Wang couldn’t wait to boast. He suddenly realized what Gu Qiqi 

was talking about and his expression became embarrassed for a moment. “Ahem, ahem, beauty, you 

sure know how to joke…” 

He gnashed his teeth secretly. This woman was quite difficult to deal with! 

She actually defeated him. 

In Room 38. 

Bai Yingzhu curled her lips in disdain. “Hmph! Young Master Wang gave a million dollars to that country 

bumpkin, but it’s actually not settled yet?” 

Gu Xuexue comforted her. “Yingzhu, don’t worry. As long as Gu Qiqi, that little b*tch, gets involved with 

Young Master Wang, it doesn’t matter if there’s a real bed or not. In the future, that little b*tch’s 

reputation won’t be pleasant!” 

If her reputation was ruined, would Gong Jue still want her?! 

Gu Yuanyuan snorted coldly. “Don’t worry. Young Master Wang still has many tricks up his sleeves when 

it comes to dealing with women. He’s a veteran in the social circles. Let’s wait and see…” 

In Room 0. 

Bai Lang was about to persuade Gong Jue to drink when he suddenly saw the scene downstairs. 

“Hey, isn’t that the little vixen? Why is she being seduced by the famous licentious Young Master 

Wang…” 

Before he could finish speaking, he heard a loud sound. 

The wine glass in Gong Jue’s hand was actually crushed forcefully! 

The man’s eyes were filled with anger. His cold aura nearly froze the surrounding hundred feet. Bai Lang, 

who was standing next to him, felt his teeth chatter. He had to swallow his unfinished words. 

The others in the room didn’t even dare to breathe loudly. They didn’t know how they had provoked 

this King of Hell to be so angry. 

Bai Lang stole a glance at Gong Jue. 



She guessed in his heart that this little demon had gone too far this time. She actually dared to secretly 

come to such a place where big-shots mixed together to gamble stones. 

Putting aside stone gambling, she even dared to be unclear and intimate with another man… Tsk tsk! 

She was dead meat! 

Gong Jue had to teach that little vixen a lesson this time, right? 

Just as he was gloating, Gong Jue suddenly spoke coldly with a trace of domineering pressure. “Go, do 

something for me…” 

Bai Lang gathered his attention and thought excitedly. Do you want me to catch the little demon? 

Should he catch her back and beat her up? 

In the very next second, Gong Jue said, “Bring the walkie-talkie to me!” 

Yes… walkie-talkie? A walkie-talkie for bidding! 

Could it be that Gong Jue was going to participate in the auction? 

Bai Lang was dumbfounded. He hurriedly took the walkie-talkie over according to the instructions. 

At this moment, downstairs, Gu Qiqi happened to take a fancy to another untrimmed quarry stone. One 

look and one could tell that its quality was very ordinary. At most, it was worth 70,000 to 80,000 dollars. 

Bai Yingzhu immediately shouted the starting price of 100,000 dollars. 

Young Master Wang continued to increase the price by five dollars. He looked at Gu Qiqi with a smile, as 

if victory was already in his grasp. 

Gong Jue waved his hand and ordered Bai Lang coldly, “Reporting for a million dollars!” 

Bai Lang was dumbfounded. “One… One million dollars?” 

Master Jue, what are you doing?! 

You’re giving me ten times the price for that 70,000 to 80,000 raw stones? You… You’re fueling the little 

demon’s arrogance. 

Who would dare to object to Gong Jue’s orders? 

“Number 38, 100,000!” 

“Young Master Wang, 100,05 dollars!” 

“Number 0, 1 million dollars! Is there anyone else bidding? If not, then 1 million dollars once! 1 million 

dollars twice…” 

Bai Yingzhu didn’t expect that someone would actually compete with them halfway. After staying silent 

for a while, she immediately raised the price. “2 million!” 

Young Master Wang chimed in. “2 million and five dollars!” 



Gong Jue instructed Bai Lang and doubled the amount. “Four million!” 

Chapter 392: Gong Jue, You’re Too Inhumane! 

The waiter wiped his cold sweat and reported these numbers repeatedly. 

They were crazy. He met a group of crazy people today. 

When the price reached 8 million dollars, Bai Yingzhu finally stopped fighting. Young Master Wang 

became obedient. 

This price was too high. They weighed the pros and cons and didn’t dare to continue raising the price. 

Bai Lang looked at the raw stones that had been sent in and cut open. When that bit of worthless jade 

was revealed… He was speechless in his heart. 

He finally understood why Gong Jue had the thought of taking care of this little vixen. 

Damn it! Gong Jue was supporting this little demon! 

Whoever dared to snatch the stone that the little demon had his eyes on, he would press them down 

and beat them to death! 

How inhumane! 

Downstairs. 

In the stone gambling hall. 

Puzzled, Gu Qiqi looked up towards the second floor. 

The glass in the private rooms on the second floor was specially made. They could clearly see the 

outside from inside, but the people outside couldn’t see them. 

Who exactly was Number 38 and Number 0? 

One was suppressing her in every way, while the other suddenly appeared to suppress her. 

No matter what, Number 0’s appearance helped her relieve a lot of pressure. Gu Qiqi had a plan in her 

heart. Next, she focused on choosing uncut stones that looked ordinary but hid valuable jade stones. 

She couldn’t let the person who helped her suffer a loss, right? 

Bai Yingzhu naturally continued to compete with her. 

Gong Jue continued to instruct Bai Lang to buy all the stones that Gu Qiqi had her eyes on and crush Bai 

Yingzhu completely. 

As for that Young Master Wang who only knew how to increase the price by five dollars, he was 

completely ignored. 

She looked at the uncut stones that were transported in one after another. The jade stones that were 

opened were of higher quality and more luxurious. In the end, there was actually a big piece of jade that 

was worth tens of millions… 



Bai Lang was so shocked that he couldn’t close his mouth. 

D*mn it. Did the little demon have to be so lucky? 

Why were all the valuable goods ones she had her eyes on? 

Thinking about it carefully, not only did Gong Jue not suffer a loss from the money he threw out, but he 

even had a slight profit because he had collected so many natural and expensive jade stones. 

So, he didn’t have the right to complain about the little demon and cause trouble at such an occasion? 

She wasn’t fooling around. She could open millions of jades with a casual touch. 

She was simply a golden sage. Her strength was overwhelming. 

Bai Lang continued to look on aggrievedly. 

Suddenly, he heard the sound of a wine glass shattering behind him! 

What? Why did Master Jue flare up again? Wasn’t he torturing scumbags to his heart’s content? 

In the hall on the first floor. 

Gu Qiqi had already looked at all the jade and untrimmed quarry stones placed on the surface. Not a 

single one was what she wanted to find. 

It seemed that Mu Liuchuan’s family’s lousy jade was really special. It was indeed difficult to find red 

jade in an old glass pit jade. 

It seemed that it would take some effort to find an identical one to make it into an engagement token to 

end the engagement. 

However, if there weren’t any untrimmed quarry stones in the bidding war, perhaps there were still 

blind selected ones? 

Just as she was thinking about this, Young Master Wang leaned over with an oily smile. “Beauty, look. 

The stones that you’re interested in have been snatched away by someone else. Only I was agile and 

helped you snatch this treasure worth a million and five dollars. Do you really not want it? This jade suits 

you perfectly!” 

Gu Qiqi frowned. Why was this person like a dog? 

She spat out two words coldly. “Very expensive.” 

Seeing that she was a person of few words, Young Master Wang thought that she was embarrassed. 

Then, she said, “Beauty, don’t worry. I definitely don’t want you to pay me anything. Don’t think that it’s 

expensive. It’s not expensive. It’s not expensive. Just eat a meal with me! Haha!” 

Heh heh, as long as he could lure the girl into a dining room and spend time alone with her, he could 

even turn her into a wanton woman! 

Who would have thought that Gu Qiqi’s answer in the very next second would cause him to feel so 

embarrassed?! 



“You’re mistaken. I mean, I’m very expensive. Your jade can’t match up to me!” 

Chapter 393: Let’s Talk After Winning Me! 

Damn it! 

At this moment, Young Master Wang’s mood was even uglier than a dog’s. 

This woman actually said that she was more expensive than his jade! 

Wasn’t she just a student? 

Let alone a million dollars, wouldn’t she be happy if she was given ten to twenty thousand dollars a 

night? 

Usually, as long as he and his gang drove a flashy luxury car and wore branded clothes to the entrance of 

the university, all kinds of girls would take the initiative to approach them. 

After that, he would take out the latest iPhone as payment and send away those vain young ladies who 

had never seen the world. 

With just a little money, he could simply be a groom every night. It was very satisfying. 

Now that he had dug out a million dollars worth of jade stones, this woman actually didn’t even blink. 

Did this woman not know the market price? Or was her appetite too big?! 

Hmph! Did she think that he didn’t have the means to get her? 

When the time came, she could forget about taking a single cent from him. He was going to cripple her! 

A trace of sinisterness flashed across Young Master Wang’s eyes. 

But she still said with a cheeky smile, “Beauty, what do you want me to do to deserve you?” 

Gu Qiqi raised her chin and said coldly, “Let’s talk about it after you win the bet!” 

Young Master Wang choked. 

Seriously? 

Compete in stone gambling with me? 

Are you kidding me? I’m the young master of the jade trading company. A student like you wants to 

compete with me in professional stone gambling? 

She was deliberately losing to him. She wanted him to bring her home to play with her? 

Noble chickens were so fun. They looked different from other chickens. 

Interesting! 

Young Master Wang laughed. “Okay! Don’t worry. I’ve always had tenderness for the fairer sex. I can’t 

let a beauty lose money. Let’s bet on a small one and stop when the outcome is determined.” 



But who would have thought that Gu Qiqi would say directly, “Let’s gamble in the blind district!” 

Young Master Wang wasn’t the only one who was dumbfounded. 

Even the guests who were watching the commotion drew a cold breath. 

“Is this girl stupid? It was a blind selection but it was the highest-end area in the stone gambling den. 

Leaving aside the fact that the jade stones there were extremely expensive, all the stones were hidden 

in boxes, and they can’t be seen at all. One can only rely on their hands to make a judgement. This made 

many people afraid to step foot in it!” 

“Even us old hands don’t dare to gamble there. If we’re not careful, we might end up with shit. We’ll 

lose a few million dollars!” 

“Who gave this girl the courage to actually dare to choose blindly with Young Master Wang?” 

“Needless to say? She’s definitely going to lose. She’s going to be dragged to bed by that anxious and 

hungry Young Master Wang…” 

“Then, she might as well take a million dollars…” 

“Tsk. Do you think that Young Master Wang will really give her a million dollars? It’s already not bad to 

give her an iPhone!” 

Everyone looked at Gu Qiqi’s back view with pity. 

Of course, there were also people who gloated and felt that this kind of woman who didn’t love herself 

deserved it! 

Malicious and vicious discussions didn’t affect Gu Qiqi. 

Instead, her footsteps became lighter. 

That’s great! She had finally beat him at his own game and tricked Young Master Wang into a blind 

choosing place. 

Only by choosing blindly would the guest in private room 38 be unable to suppress her! 

Because she couldn’t compete in a blind selection by betting and had to use her real stone evaluating 

skills. 

It was also a real gamble! 

Room 0 upstairs. 

“Crack!” 

Another wine glass corpse shattered into pieces. 

Gong Jue’s cold gaze locked onto the backs of Gu Qiqi and Young Master Wang. 

“Take a photo of all the stones in the blind district!” 



The cold order nearly made Bai Lang fall off his chair. “Master Jue, this… This isn’t according to the rules. 

Blindly choosing means that each person can only select one stone…” 

“Then, each of you scram downstairs and choose a piece each!” 

The rich young masters in the private room were speechless. 

Master Jue was so savage! 

However, before these rich young masters could rush down and snatch the stones… 

The blind choosing area had already exploded with exclamations… 

Chapter 394: A Surprising Bet! (1) 

In the blind district. 

Twenty shiny golden boxes were placed upright on the golden velvet table in a row. 

No one knew what the raw stones inside looked like or if they were priceless or useless. 

From the outside, one could only tell that there were big and small stones. 

The largest box was half the height of a person. 

The smallest was as small as a jewelry box. 

No matter the size, the raw stones in all the boxes were priced the same—5 million dollars. 

Five million! 

Let alone buying raw stones, even if she went to a jade trading company to choose a ready-made piece 

of good jade, she could at least choose casually. 

However, to open up top-notch jade stones above the glass type, she still had to rely on such a big 

gamble to have a chance! 

That was why people said that stone gambling was life-changing In the blink of an eye, a rich man in a 

city might be created, or he might be defeated until he was a beggar with nothing left. 

There were already a few old businessmen who had paid the check and were deliberating over which 

piece to gamble with. 

Seeing Young Master Wang walk over, a few rich businessmen nodded. They knew that his father was 

the chairman of the jade trading company and that his family had some strength. 

This Young Master Wang was also a regular customer of the casino and had outstanding gambling 

results. 

However, when Gu Qiqi walked over casually, the few rich businessmen frowned. 

“Not just any random woman can enter a blind district!” 

“This kind of woman who relied on her looks to play isn’t satisfied with fishing for money in the bidding 

area. She actually came to sully the territory of our professional stone gambling experts!” 



“Waiter, hurry up and drive this poor woman out!” 

The waiter was sweating profusely. He couldn’t raise his head after being reprimanded by the big shots 

in the business world. He stammered, “This lady is also here to gamble…” 

“Her? How much is she worth from head to toe? What capital does she have to gamble?!” The few big 

shots snorted. 

Amidst laughter, Gu Qiqi pinched the black card in her hand. 

She knew that if she threw her card out now, she would be able to slap their face until she felt good. 

But… 

She curved her lips. 

She preferred to use another method to slap his face. 

“I don’t have the capital, so I am betting using the stones.” Faced with everyone’s doubts, she said 

lightly. 

Betting using stones! 

These were the words of the stone gambling dens in the Imperial Capital. 

In other words, even if one didn’t have the capital, they could still gamble. If they opened up a priceless 

treasure, then half of this treasure would be given to the stone gambling den to offset the capital. It was 

also known as stone collateral.” 

But if it produced a useless item… 

Then, she had to repay her capital double! If she didn’t repay it on the spot, she had to pay a 

considerable amount of interest! 

Many gamblers who didn’t care about their lives ended up bankrupt because of gambling stones. They 

even owed a huge debt and were harassed for the rest of their lives. Some of them even worked hard in 

the stone gambling den to repay their debts. The women would even be sold to that dark place to do it! 

Thus, when Gu Qiqi said that she didn’t have the capital and could only bet on stones, the entire blind 

district revealed a trace of disdain and ridicule. 

This woman was indeed poor! 

It seemed that her outcome today was either being toyed with by Young Master Wang or being sold to 

the stone gambling den for… that kind of dirty business! 

Tsk tsk. What a pity for such an exquisite and beautiful face. 

A rich businessman immediately revealed a confused look. “Tsk. Why are you still betting on stones? I’ll 

pay for you…” 

Young Master Wang immediately said, “CEO Liu, that’s not good, right? If you want to interfere, wait 

until I’m done gambling with her before we talk…” He spoke as if this girl was his to enjoy. 



CEO Liu smiled. “Young man, take care of your body. If you can’t, we can do it together. Let’s take 

turns…” 

The rich businessmen laughed. 

Gu Qiqi turned a deaf ear to these vulgar old men’s unrestrained teasing. She walked to the golden 

velvet table and swept through the 20 raw stones across the box as fast as she could. 

Finally, she chose the smallest piece and said coldly, 

“I’ll bet on this!” 

Chapter 395: A Surprising Bet! (2) 

He saw that Gu Qiqi had chosen the smallest box that was the size of a jewelry box. 

Everyone who had just stopped teasing laughed even more fearlessly! 

“This woman is clearly courting death.” 

“What can such scraps produce? How stupid.” 

“Women are indeed women. She’s just a frog in a well. She can just serve men at home, but she still 

wants to walk side by side with us men? Why doesn’t she go to heaven?” 

“I think Young Master Wang and CEO Liu will be able to make her soar into the sky tonight. Hahaha…” 

Amidst the laughter, Young Master Wang confidently selected a box in the middle. 

Young Master Wang confidently selected a box in the middle. 

When he touched it in the blind selection, he felt that there was something especially cold about that 

raw stone. 

After touching it many times, he knew that a small opening had formed on the raw stone which revealed 

the exquisite jade seed inside. 

According to his experience with jade raw materials at home, this raw stone was very likely the most 

expensive one out of the 20 raw stones on the table. 

Otherwise, why did the stone gambling den only open a window for it? 

He simply wanted to confirm the quality of the jade seed inside. 

This stone was definitely worth more than five million dollars. Perhaps, it was even an “Imperial 

Green”!” 

Young Master Wang glanced sideways at Gu Qiqi smugly. 

It was as if he was looking at his own reward. 

Woman, you’re going to lose! 

Soon, a few rich businessmen gradually selected the untrimmed quarry stones that they had their eyes 

on. 



The waiter immediately invited professional stone opening experts to open the stones on the spot! 

The Dige Stone Gambling Hall was opulent and imposing. It wasn’t like the jade trading company from 

last time where people had to line up to open their stones. 

Dige directly invited seven to eight masters to open the stones at the same time. 

The scene was tense and spectacular! 

The first jade that was opened was CEO Liu’s. It was a pity that his taste was terrible. It was only an ice 

jade. Compared to the starting price of five million dollars, it was simply equivalent to money going 

down the drain or sponsoring tuition fees. 

CEO Liu said in self-mockery, “It’s fine! Everyone says that you’ll be lucky during gaming if you’re unlucky 

at love. Haha!” As he spoke, his hazy gaze swept across Gu Qiqi. 

Then, the stones of the other rich businessmen were opened as well. They were all intact. Only one 

person opened a bigger three-colored jade. He barely earned his capital. 

This was also within everyone’s expectations. 

Blind selection was the biggest gamble. 

There would at most be one or two priceless pieces of jade in the entire venue. The rest were just 

accompanying it. 

Otherwise, how was the gambling den going to earn money? 

At this moment, only Gu Qiqi and Young Master Wang’s raw stones hadn’t been opened yet. 

Thus, everyone started to congratulate Young Master Wang. After all, his piece had a small window. The 

color was very rich! 

“It’s imperial Green jade, right? I guess it must be!” 

“Everyone’s luck isn’t good. There’s only you left, Young Master Wang. You must be the best!” 

“Isn’t there that young lady?” 

“Tsk. That stone of hers is also called jade? Are you kidding me?” 

Seeing the stone cutter carefully polishing Gu Qiqi’s raw stone bit by bit, the rich businessmen snorted. 

That stone was so small that it was difficult to cut it. He could only polish the corner first. 

In their opinion, what was there to polish? 

That was simply a piece of trash! 

Didn’t he see that the young lady didn’t even say a word as she sat there expressionlessly? 

Did she already have a premonition of her tragic fate tonight? She had lost to Young Master Wang and 

even owed a huge debt to the stone gambling den. 

Tsk. Tsk. A beauty’s life has withered away! 



Under everyone’s meaningful gazes, Young Master Wang’s stone was finally cut open! 

Everyone looked over curiously. They wanted to see that rare “imperial jade”! 

However, when the original stone was cut in half and revealed its true appearance… 

Chapter 396: A Surprising Bet! (3) 

Everyone was stunned and speechless. 

Young Master Wang was even more dumbfounded. He was stunned for a few seconds before he 

muttered, “Impossible… This is impossible…” 

How was there any “imperial jade” in the raw stone? 

It was just a worthless material with a small touch of rich green at the opening. 

Young Master Wang’s hands trembled. He refused to believe that he had failed. 

“Cut! Cut again! Continue cutting!” 

It had to be cut until it turned green! 

The stone cutting machine continued to operate. It cut this uncut stone into pieces from all angles. 

The final conclusion was still: worthless trash! 

The most valuable part of the entire stone was that small green opening. It was less than an inch square 

and could only be sold for ten thousand dollars. 

He had thrown away 4.99 million dollars in vain! 

Young Master Wang’s face darkened as he interrogated the manager on duty. “Ask your boss to come 

out! What happened? Isn’t everything that we’ve opened worthless? The most capable person just 

returned his capital? Is your Zhuang family cheating us?” 

The rich businessmen responded. 

That’s right. There was actually no valuable material in this blind selection tonight. 

Although Dige was an old stone gambling den, it couldn’t help but make them suspect that the boss had 

done something wrong and took out rubbish to cheat them. 

The manager’s forehead was covered in sweat as he said carefully, “Guests, calm down. Isn’t there a 

young lady whose stone hasn’t been opened yet…” 

“Pfft! Do you still need to see that piece of trash of hers?” 

Everyone had just mocked her. 

In the very next second, those mocking words were swallowed whole! 

They saw that Gu Qiqi’s “leftover material” had finally been cut open by the appraiser and revealed its 

true appearance! 



Their untrimmed quarry stones were all cut by machines. Only Gu Qiqi’s piece was personally grounded 

by a stonecutter. Furthermore, the closer he got to the jade, the more careful the stonecutter became. 

As the transparent jade seed was gradually revealed, those who knew the trade knew at a glance that 

there was no need to cut this stone further! 

With that transparency, the jade core could be seen clearly. 

That was the transparency that only old glass species had! 

What was rarer was that the core was actually a little red! 

Although old glass species were rare, it was almost impossible to have red jade sandwiched between an 

old glass species! 

The rich businessmen praised her. 

“In my life, I’ve only seen an old glass jade like this in the Mu family. It’s said to be their family 

heirloom!” 

“Just this grade of old glass pit jade is worth five million dollars. Coupled with the red jade… Is this going 

to cost tens of millions?” 

“It seems that it’s not that the boss of the stone gambling den cheated us, but our luck really isn’t good. 

He did take out good jade, but we were blind and couldn’t recognize it…” 

“Wait a minute. Did that young lady really choose such a valuable jade?” 

Amidst the praise, everyone suddenly realized the crux of the problem. 

This was jade that Gu Qiqi had opened. 

It was the jade personally selected from that young lady whom they had been mocking with disdain, and 

vulgarly taking liberties with! 

The rich businessmen’s expressions immediately turned ugly. 

The woman whom they looked down on the most actually revealed a jade that could kill them all in 

seconds. 

This slap to the face was too d*mned embarrassing! 

In particular, when the duty manager’s eyes lit up and he moved closer to Gu Qiqi, he nearly knelt down 

in front of her. “Madam, our boss said that this old glass jade is sandwiched between red jades. If you’re 

willing to give it up and sell it to us directly, we’ll exempt you from the five million dollars deposit stone 

fees and can even give you an additional five million dollars!” 

Everyone drew a cold breath in unison. Was Dig gambling den admitting publicly that this stone was at 

least worth ten million dollars?! 

Ten million dollars worth of jade! 

D*mn it. This was simply a shocking gamble! 



Where was the worthless material? 

Where was that student who didn’t know anything? 

Why wasn’t the script being followed? 

Amidst everyone’s stunned gazes, Gu Qiqi shook her head lightly. “No, I’m not selling this stone.” 

What a joke! 

She had found this old glass type red jade to end the engagement. 

If she sold it to them, how was she going to end the engagement? 

But… 

Chapter 397: The Consecutive Slaps Are Too Savage! 

Gu Qiqi raised her condition calmly. “However, I can give half of it to you. In exchange, you can provide 

me with three blind choices!” 

The rich businessmen watching were dumbfounded once more. 

They were all seasoned businessmen, but they had never seen a business partner as calm and collected 

as Gu Qiqi! 

Three blind auditions were worth 15 million dollars. 

This woman actually only cut half a piece of jade out? 

That’s right. She wasn’t selling it. This was robbery! 

What made them even more dumbfounded was that Dige actually agreed! 

“Okay, lady. Our boss said that it’s an honor. Deal!” 

The rich businessmen looked at each other. It was too terrifying. She was trying to cheat them with 

nothing! 

This woman didn’t fork out a single cent. She obtained half a piece of beautiful jade and even had two 

extra opportunities to blindly choose stone gambling! 

Everyone watched as Gu Qiqi used these two opportunities to “casually” choose the untrimmed quarry 

stones in the two boxes. 

They were opened on the spot. One was a Moyu jade and the other was a ruby! 

They were all expensive goods! 

The manager on duty couldn’t help but roll his eyes at these rich businessmen. Didn’t you want to 

complain about our Zhuang family cheating you just now? 

It’s not that there aren’t three top-notch gems in the entire venue, but you don’t have the ability to 

open them, okay? 



Hmph! 

The young lady kept slapping your old faces. Each slap was louder than the last! 

In the blind district. 

There was dead silence. 

Until Gu Qiqi packed the jade and prepared to leave. 

Only then did a coquettish remark ring out from the door. “Stop! Gu Qiqi, I’ll bet with you!” 

Seeing that Young Master Wang had been humiliated, Bai Yingzhu couldn’t take it anymore. She rushed 

down and prepared to do it herself! 

Gu Qiqi squinted. “You’re Number 38?” 

Previously, she didn’t understand why someone always suppressed her. Now, she finally understood. 

But who was that mysterious Number 0? 

“That’s right! It’s me! So, do you dare to take the gamble?!” 

“What do you want to bet on?” 

“A blind choice! Let’s see whose jade is valuable!” 

“What about the terms?” 

“If you lose, then kneel down for me!” Bai Yingzhu took this to heart. 

Gu Qiqi squinted. “If you lose, I don’t need you to kneel down. You just have to eat pig feed once in front 

of the entire school.” 

“You!!” Why did every time Gu Qiqi raised a bet, it seemed harmless, but it ruthlessly poked her sore 

spot? 

Previously, she was asked to clean pig dung. This time, she was going to eat pig dung! 

“Why? Are you afraid?” 

“Who’s afraid? Let’s bet then!” Bai Yingzhu threw out a check for five million dollars and went to choose 

the box first. 

This time, it was a new box that was transported in. She had to strike first to gain the upper hand! 

Gu Qiqi wasn’t anxious at all. She slowly arranged the long hair on her cheek. 

Upon seeing this, Young Master Wang, who had been dispirited all this while, leaned over and smiled 

obsequiously. “Beauty, you’ve used up your blind auditions. Can’t you take out five million dollars now? 

Do you want me to lend it to you?” 

Of course, there was a price to borrow money. 

It would be best if she could repay this price with her body… Hehe… 



He didn’t expect Gu Qiqi to take out a black diamond card without even looking at him. “Five million 

dollars!” 

Young Master Wang’s mouth was agape! 

Black… Black diamond card! A black diamond card that had an infinite overdraft limit! 

It wasn’t only Young Master Wang. The rich businessmen who had mocked Gu Qiqi for being poor 

previously felt terrible as if they had swallowed a fly at this moment. Their faces burned with pain! 

Damn it. The consecutive slaps were too savage. 

In a private room upstairs. 

Gong Jue, who was furious and was about to come down to cause trouble, saw Gu Qiqi take out his 

black diamond card. 

It calmed him down in an instant. 

She even curved her lips and revealed an undetectable smile. 

This stupid woman had finally done something that satisfied him! 

Bai Lang was flabbergasted. “Master Jue, aren’t you going to take care of the demoness?” 

“Why should I?” Gong Jue snorted coldly. 

He looked smug as he said, “My wife is awesome. She can torture those scumbags to death with just a 

pinky finger. I’m so proud.” 

Bai Lang was caught off guard and staggered. 

D*mn it. This display of affection was really sweet and vicious. 

He almost choked to death from the pain for a second! 

Chapter 398: A Stupid King Who Dotes On His Wife 

When Gu Qiqi took out the black diamond card, everyone was blind! 

When Gu Qiqi strode towards the blind choosing area, everyone was nervous! 

This nervousness even exceeded her own emotions when she was choosing stones just now. 

“Could this little girl open some extraordinary jade again?” 

“How is that possible? She was just lucky just now!” 

“That little princess Yingzhu is different. She’s the beloved daughter of the Bai family. It’s said that when 

she was ten years old, she opened a piece of emerald in this stone gambling den in the Imperial Capital 

and made Old Master Bai beam with joy! The little princess of the Bai family is a professional, okay? 

How can that kind of little girl who occasionally flaunts herself based on luck compare?” 

However, there were also people who disagreed. A rich businessman rubbed his chin. “Luck is also a 

form of strength.” 



Everyone stopped talking. 

That’s right. What if that little girl’s luck was heaven-defying? 

Young Master Wang had lost 4.9 million dollars and was humiliated by Gu Qiqi’s black diamond card. He 

was extremely unhappy and depressed. Upon hearing these words, he snorted coldly. 

“But a person’s luck is limited!” 

Everyone nodded. Gasp, these words seemed to make sense… 

It couldn’t be that all the best stones in the venue had been opened by Gu Qiqi alone, right?! 

Indeed, as soon as his voice fell. 

Cheers rang out beside Bai Yingzhu! 

It turned out that she had already quickly selected a stone and gotten the manager to open the sealed 

box. 

Once the stone was taken out, people couldn’t help but exclaim, 

“Awesome! This is a top-notch product!” 

Unlike ordinary untrimmed quarry stones, this raw stone revealed a very obvious trace of oil green on 

the gray skin. 

The faint green light seemed low-key and mysterious under the light of the crystal lamp. 

From the looks of it, there was an 80% chance that there would be an emerald inside. 

“Little Princess, it seems that you and emeralds are fated!” 

“Such a big raw stone. If it opens up an emerald, it will be worth tens of millions. I’m impressed! I’m 

impressed!” 

“Indeed, a tiger father doesn’t have a dog daughter. The Bai family’s genes are so powerful!” 

Everyone praised her endlessly. 

Some people had already begun to secretly ask if Bai Yingzhu was betrothed and if she could be their 

daughter-in-law… 

Men were so realistic! 

A woman with such a family background was a candidate for a good daughter-in-law in their eyes. No 

one dared to speak lightly of her. 

As for women without unknown backgrounds like Gu Qiqi, all of them wanted to try and take liberties 

with her. They wanted to take advantage of her or bully her. It was best if she couldn’t recover from this 

setback so that they could take advantage of her. 

As the stone on Bai Yingzhu’s side was cut open bit by bit. 

Gu Qiqi had also chosen a piece. 



However, everyone saw that that ugly gray skin shell didn’t have any green color at all. No one thought 

highly of it. 

Indeed, Young Master Wang was right. Her luck would eventually run out… 

This girl had at most chosen the worst material. It was likely to be a piece of black cat dung and a 

thunderstrike type… 

Even Bai Lang, who was on the second floor, held his breath and became worried for Gu Qiqi. 

Others might not know, but he knew. Bai Yingzhu had not only opened an emerald in the Bai family 

before, but she had also opened many expensive jade stones. She was born with a sharpness towards 

stones and had even specially learned stone gambling techniques after she was born. She indeed had 

some strength. She didn’t become the Bai family’s little princess by relying on a coquettish act. 

Gu Qiqi definitely hadn’t come into contact with such a high-end stone gambling in the countryside in 

the past. How could she compare to Bai Yingzhu, who had the advantageous resources? 

She was going to lose! 

He couldn’t help but turn his face to look at Gong Jue. “Aren’t you worried that your little demon won’t 

be able to open anything? What if she loses?” 

She had to kneel. How embarrassing. 

Gong Jue was expressionless. “She won’t lose.” 

“Damn it. Are you that confident?” Bai Lang was about to sigh. Had Gong Jue been overwhelmed by his 

emotions? 

In the very next second, Gong Jue instructed coldly, “I’ll buy all the stones for her to open one by one. 

Until they’re opened.” 

Bai Lang was speechless. 

Damn it, Master Jue! Do you think that stone gambling is like buying candy? 

Those stones added up to hundreds of millions! 

What a useless ruler! 

A useless ruler who doted on his wife! 

Chapter 399: Killing Bai Yingzhu In A Moment! 

Amidst Gong Jue’s calmness. 

Bai Lang gnashed his teeth and stared intently at the stone opening process below. 

The stone cutter activated with a boom and cut the stones! 

The thin skin on the side of Gu Qiqi’s raw stone finally peeled off and immediately revealed a clear and 

dark color! 



The stonecutter exclaimed, “Oh my god! Luckily, I didn’t cut it from the middle! I nearly ruined such a 

good jade!” 

After opening stones for the entire night, these appraisers were all indifferent. 

After all, what good stones had they not seen before? 

They were already used to it, okay? 

This was the first time that he couldn’t help but exclaim out loud because a guest had opened her stone. 

The rich businessmen had originally surrounded Bai Yingzhu to see her emerald splendor once more. 

Upon hearing this exclamation, they couldn’t help but turn around and look at Gu Qiqi. 

Good jade? 

Pfft, what good jade could this little inept girl get based on luck?! 

Just a glance stunned everyone. 

“D*mn it! What a transparent jade color!” 

“Is this an old glass pit species? That’s not right. The old glass pit species that opened just now wasn’t so 

clear, so transparent, and so deep!” 

“This is the first time in my life that I’ve seen jade without any impurities! Is this freaking jade or a 

stained diamond?!” 

“Gosh, it’s really an eye-opener!” 

“This… What exactly is this jade?” 

A group of rich businessmen who had been in the stone gambling den for a long time actually didn’t 

recognize the breed of this jade. 

Only a small half of the skin had been removed. A small window was opened, but it couldn’t stop the 

breathtaking glow of the jade. 

It wasn’t impure at all. 

It was dark and cold. 

It was like an imposing emperor who looked down on all the living beings coldly. 

It was also like a dragon that had dived into the sea. Although it was a reverent beast. 

It was luxurious, cold, and arrogant! 

It was just a piece of jade, but it actually gave people such an overwhelming feeling. 

It was too incredible. 

Everyone immediately felt that the glass species and emeralds that they had seen various experts 

produce over the years were all boring. They were too tacky, too common, and too lacking in taste. 



This was the real jade. 

Jade with a soul. 

The rich businessmen surrounded her excitedly. They couldn’t be bothered about Bai Yingzhu at all. 

They couldn’t wait to observe the splendor of this supreme-grade jade from the nearest distance. 

However, as soon as they took a step closer, they felt a faint and cold aura which kept everyone away. 

Gu Qiqi was clearly standing there with an indifferent attitude. She didn’t look domineering or cold. 

But once they approached her, everyone couldn’t help but tremble. 

There was a faint herbal scent and a cold aura. 

There was also that glow that didn’t lose out to the supreme-grade jade stone at all. 

This caused the anxious and greedy crowd to flinch. No one dared to rush towards that supreme-grade 

jade stone anymore. 

Three steps away from Gu Qiqi, everyone stopped in awkwardness. 

Finally, someone gathered his courage and whispered, “What exactly is this jade? Please enlighten me!” 

The appraiser’s eyes lit up as he gave the answer in a trembling voice. 

“This is Dragon Stone Jade! And it’s the top-notch Deep Water Dragon Stone Jade!” 

Deep Water Dragon Stone! 

The rich businessmen were all hoarse and speechless. 

No wonder they couldn’t recognize it. 

This kind of beautiful jade that only existed in jade booklets was countless times more valuable than the 

old glass type jade. How could ordinary people recognize it? 

As soon as it appeared, it was almost taken in by the royal family. 

It wasn’t even their turn to take a look. 

Immediately, everyone looked at Gu Qiqi and that jade stone with even more fervor. 

Behind her, Bai Yingzhu’s table became deserted! 

Chapter 400: Comparing People is so Infuriating 

She watched as her area that was surrounded by hot-shots just now disappeared completely in an 

instant. 

Bai Yingzhu nearly gnashed her silver teeth into pieces. “Hmph! That country bumpkin can also open a 

Deep Water Dragon Stone? Why don’t I believe it!” 

Gu Yuanyuan and Gu Xuexue weren’t especially knowledgeable about jade and still didn’t know the 

noble status of the Deep Water Dragon Stone. They casually comforted her, “How can that lousy jade 



that Gu Qiqi opened compare to this emerald of yours, Yingzhu? Let’s open it fully and let those people 

see who the real winner is.” 

Bai Yingzhu bit her lips and didn’t say anything. She placed her hands on her hips and glared angrily at 

Gu Qiqi. 

Gu Yuanyuan and the rest didn’t understand, but she knew very well. 

That Deep Water Dragon Stone Jade was the emperor among jade. 

No one could compare to it at all. 

Even if she could open an emerald, it wouldn’t be as good as a ten-thousandth of the Deep Water 

Dragon Stone. 

But her stone was superior in size. 

If she could open an entire piece of emerald, at least she wouldn’t lose so badly. 

She could still save some face. 

Her heart waited anxiously… 

The stone cutter continued to cut open her untrimmed quarry stone absent-mindedly. 

Gu Yuanyuan and Gu Xuexue cheered loudly in joy. “What a big piece! What a big piece of emerald! 

Everyone, look!” 

As they couldn’t wait to embarrass Gu Qiqi and make her lose, they shouted especially exaggeratedly 

and loudly. 

Even the rich businessmen who were intoxicated by the glow of the Deep Water Dragon Stone couldn’t 

help but look back. 

However… 

The expected praise and astonishment didn’t appear. 

Instead, a series of sighs sounded. 

“It’s indeed emerald. But… its quality isn’t good.” 

“Although it’s big, it’s filled with dark and mixed colors. I’m afraid that such an emerald won’t be sold for 

a high price.” 

“Old Liu, Old Fang, you’re too conservative and polite. This kind of dark jade with too many dark 

impurities can only be considered an inferior good. It can’t be called emerald at all.” 

“Sigh, it’s no wonder. After all, the little princess of the Bai family is a young girl in her teens. It’s normal 

to have poor judgment. We can’t expect too much…” 

“But the other girl is also a young girl in her teens. She chose a Deep Water Dragon Stone seed. There’s 

no trace of impurities at all! It can be said to be perfect!” 



“That’s true. Sigh, comparing people is so infuriating…” 

Upon hearing everyone shake their heads in pity, Gu Yuanyuan was a little puzzled. “Yingzhu, what are 

they talking about? This is clearly an emerald. It’s also such a big piece! Which part of it isn’t better than 

that transparent glass that Gu Qiqi opened?” 

Gu Yuanyuan naturally didn’t know that the dark impurities were the deadliest flaws in a piece of jade. 

The dark jade stones were just like the thunderstrike jade that she had previously opened. They weren’t 

valuable! 

Gu Xuexue had already guessed the reason. She wanted to stop Gu Yuanyuan’s stupid question, but it 

was already too late. 

Indeed, when Bai Yingzhu heard this, she exploded. “Shut up! She was just lucky!” 

Just lucky? 

That meant that… 

Was the stone that Gu Qiqi opened really more impressive than Bai Yingzhu? 

Although Gu Yuanyuan had been scolded, she at least understood what had happened. 

Furthermore, for some reason, she actually felt a tinge of unkind joy in her heart. Back then, she had a 

bet with Gu Qiqi. In the end, she opened a thunderstrike jade and was slapped in public by Gu Qiqi. 

The legendary little princess Yingzhu was also gambling with Gu Qiqi. Wasn’t she still slapped in public 

by Gu Qiqi? 

Tsk! 

Compared to Gu Yuanyuan, Gu Xuexue was more tactful. She hurriedly comforted her. “Victory and 

defeat are common in war. Yingzhu, you opened so many supreme-grade jade stones back then. She 

was just lucky tonight! Let’s find a chance to test her next time. Won’t she be exposed eventually?” 

Bai Ying loved to hear these words. 

She snorted coldly. “Let’s go! I won’t bicker with this little b*tch today!” 

However, before she could take a step out… 

Gu Qiqi’s cold voice traveled over. “You can leave. Don’t forget to eat pig feed on the spot in front of the 

entire school tomorrow.” 


